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Abstract
This paper argues that political elites may weaken bureaucratic capacity in
anticipation of future redistribution. One such instance occurred in the Colonial
Indian provinces, where incumbent elites hollowed out tax capacity in anticipation of
franchise expansion. While studies of intra-elite competition have focused on economic
inequality as a key factor in shaping elite motivations, this paper finds that high-caste
elites in the colonial era, who were worried about their status dominance, weakened
institutions in order to limit the ability of future elected lower castes to integrate
public goods to lower castes. As elite bureaucrats as well as local tax collectors,
upper castes enabled tax avoidance and exited the local bureaucratic machinery.
Using a historical dataset from 1914-1925 and novel micro-level measures of land tax
collection, tax avoidance, and the size of the bureaucracy, the paper demonstrates that
bureaucratic capacity declined after franchise expansion in the districts with higher
levels of inter-caste status inequality.
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Introduction

In August 1917, the Secretary of State of India, Edwin Montagu, made an announcement in
the English House of Commons that would commit the British Crown to political reforms in
the colonial Indian provinces. The reforms would extend the franchise to a small segment
of the Indian elite and would lead to the first elections in November 1920. For the first
time, Indians would elect a majority of legislators to provincial councils. These legislative
bodies would gain control of public spending and budget allocation powers. In the words
of the authors of the reforms act, the announcement of 1917 was:
“... to be the most momentous utterance ever made in India’s chequered history.
They pledge the British Government in the clearest terms to the adoption of
a new policy towards three hundred millions of people” (Report on Indian
Constitutional Reforms, page 1, 1919).”
In this paper, I examine the relationship between inequality and district-level tax
collections and bureaucratic capacity in colonial India around the first franchise expansion.
In addition to extending the franchise, the reforms devolved control and spending of land
taxes to provincial governments while the Imperial Crown retained control of customs
and income taxes. In the early 20th century, land taxation was the single biggest source
of tax revenue in colonial India. At the time of the franchise expansion announcement,
land revenue taxes were roughly over a fifth of total government receipts (central and
provincial together). By 1935, they were 15% of the total receipts. Figure 1 illustrates
the decline in land taxes as a proportion of total taxes collected nationally. Historians
have argued that a key reason for the decline was the unwillingness of the newly elected
provincial politicians to antagonize agrarian vote banks as early as the first elected councils
constituted in 1921 (Charlesworth 1985). However, as the figure notes, the decline in
land taxation started several years prior the provincial legislatures taking control of the
management and collection of land-revenue taxes. What was the reason for this decline?
Recent scholarship has examined how incumbent elites, facing the prospect of
2
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Note: Proportion of Land Revenue Receipts to Total Tax Receipts between 1898-1937 in British India. The
data comes from the Statistical Abstracts of British India as shown in Charlesworth (1985, pg 525).

democratization, have attempted to shape political institutions such as the constitution,
legislature, or electoral system in order to blunt the redistributive effects of democracy
(Ardanaz and Scartascini 2013, Albertus and Menaldo 2014). In this paper I argue that
incumbent political elites may respond to an expansion of the franchise to new voters
by limiting the ability of the state to tax citizens in the future. Elites can strategically
“hollow out” bureaucratic institutions that enable taxation. Effective taxation requires a
sophisticated infrastructure that can identify tax-payers and “shake them down.” Strong
fiscal capacity is also needed to punish tax avoiders and to ensure compliance to tax
obligations. Elites may weaken bureaucratic capacity in several ways including by reducing
the numbers of bureaucrats involved in the process of identifying tax payers and enforcing
tax laws, by weakening supporting bureaucratic agencies essential for taxation, by enacting
legislation that can limit the power of the bureaucracy to undertake taxation and tax
related record keeping, and through lax enforcement. Consequently, newly elected groups
that come to power have at their disposal a considerably weakened tax infrastructure.
I examine land taxation in colonial Indian provinces following the franchise
3

expansion announcement in 1917. I focus on 43 districts in two colonial Indian provinces,
the Bombay and Madras presidencies, between 1914-1925. Studying this era has several
advantages. The three years between the announcement in 1917 and the first elections
in 1920 provide a valuable window to study how incumbent elites attempted to shape
institutions before the first elected legislators entered office.1 Second, these two provinces
shared many institutional features most important of which was the land-revenue system,
which were non-landlord systems that allowed the British to collect taxes directly from
owner or tenant farmers.

2

I measure bureaucratic capacity in several ways. Using British-era annual land
revenue documents, I first measure the extent of tax-collection and tax-avoidance in the
districts between 1914-1925 in order to document short-term shocks to tax capacity in
response to the reforms announcement. Second, to counter the potential concern that the
ability of the state to monitor avoidance may itself be a sign of high bureaucratic quality
I measure the change in municipal-level employment of the bureaucracy engaged in tax
collection and administration in the Indian districts between 1921 to 1931.
I test two hypotheses for when elites may attempt to weaken capacity at the time of
franchise expansion. Building on the expectations of canonical political economy models
of democratization, it is possible that higher levels of economic inequality, particularly
land inequality, might be associated with greater bureaucratic weakening around the
time of franchise expansion because the threat of expropriation is greater, and the
benefits of government redistribution are fewer for owners of immobile assets (Hollenbach
2015, Acemoglu and Robinson 2006, Boix 2003). However, facing elections, wealthy
1
While Indians had made increasingly strident demands for greater representation in the colonial-era
governments starting the previous decade, the announcement in 1917 to enact the reforms came suddenly
and as a surprise to both provincial British officials and Indians (Irshick 1969). This paper takes advantage of
the surprise element of the announcement to examine attempts by groups in power in the British bureaucracy
to weaken taxation after 1917, three years prior to the election of the first reforms councils in 1920.
2
Following independence the two provinces were subsequently split into multiple states and account for
roughly 250 million Indian citizens today. The Bombay Presidency split into Maharashtra, Gujarat and parts
of Karnataka and Madhya Pradesh. The Madras Presidency split into Tamil Nadu, extensive parts of coastal
Andhra Pradesh and smaller portions of Kerala, Karnataka and Orissa.
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elites, too, needed to make electoral concessions in the form of public goods to newly
enfranchised voters. I advance an alternate hypothesis: elites might be more likely to
undertake a process of bureaucratic weakening successfully when they can convince a
substantial number of low and middle income voters that strong bureaucratic institutions
are detrimental to their interests. In some societies, an expansion of the franchise portends
not only a redistribution of income, but also social integration. In these places, cross-class
coalitions within high-status social groups can emerge in resistance to social integration.
In this way, the threat to the social status of groups, not just economic dominance, shapes
the ability of elites to build a coalition to weaken tax institutions in the context of franchise
expansion.
I measure economic inequality using data on the size and value of landholdings
using quinquennial land records in the districts. I measure status inequality using data on
the size and education of caste groups from the 1921 and 1931 censuses. In particular, I
focus on one particular caste group in colonial India – Brahmans. The brahman castes who
were the “priestly” castes had historically served as priests, teachers, professional classes,
and bureaucrats in both the pre-colonial and colonial era. This group held a near monopoly
on education and strongly enforced segregation in social settings. Franchise expansion to
lower castes was therefore, a threat to brahman status dominance as it would lead to
greater integration in schools, temples, drinking water-wells, and housing.
I measure status inequality using 1) a measure of the brahman size in the population
and 2) a variable called Brahman Dominance which is a measure of the over representation
of brahmans amongst the literate population in the electoral district over their actual
population. This measure relies on the intuition that places where brahmans were more
dominant in education were places with greater caste-based segregation.3
3

The caste system prevalent in India at the time of the first franchise expansion was a system
of hierarchical social stratification characterized by caste segregation and which endowed brahmans a
dominant position in society. Importantly, while the brahmans in this period were of a high-status caste,
they were not the wealthiest castes. The 1911 census for instance finds that of the 114,470 adult Brahman
males surveyed by the industrial census only 30,788 earned income from land in the Madras presidency.
In contrast, dominant non-brahman castes such as Reddis, Kapus and Vellalas were the large land-owning
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The paper finds that districts with higher proportions of brahmans and with higher
brahman dominance in education were associated with weaker tax collections and higher
avoidance in post-reform period after 1917, a trend that does not exist in the period before
(1914-1917). Importantly, higher brahman dominance was associated with a decline
in tax collections between 1918-1920, the reform-era, when the brahman elites were
still in control of the bureaucracy and 3 years before the newly elected councils were
formed in 1921. Furthermore, regression models show that the districts with higher
proportions of brahmans and high tax avoidance in 1917-1918, were associated with
a decline in the municipal tax bureaucracy a decade later, suggesting that strategies of
weak tax-enforcement had effects on district-level fiscal capacity. I control for a range of
alternate explanations including the arguments that the decline in taxation was caused
by existing land inequality, land-tenure systems, prior tax burdens, or caste-based ethnic
fragmentation in these districts (Banerjee and Iyer 2005, Charlesworth 1985, Alesina et
al. 1999).
This paper contributes to a considerable body of scholarship on second-dimension
factors such as religion, time-horizons, ethnic affiliations, and nationalism that shape
preferences for redistribution (Roemer, Lee and Van der Straeten 2007, Scheve and
Stasavage 2006, Benabou and Tirole 2006, Alesina and La Ferrara 2005, Alesina and
Glaeser 2004, Shayo 2009). It differs from these studies in that it demonstrates how
concerns over status can shape not only fiscal policy or spending, but also institutional
capacity. It emphasizes how status dominance instead of economic wealth, could alter
individuals’ calculations about support for funding public goods, particularly goods that
threaten their group rank. The paper also contributes to a rich literature on caste politics
in India. Scholars have typically examined the mobilization of lower castes into politics and
their effects on development (Jaffrelot 2005, Chandra 2004 , Chauchard 2014, Jensenius
2015) as well as how they shaped the bureaucracy (Witsoe 2013). This paper focuses on
castes in the province and made their living through land and agriculture exclusively.
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how upper castes responded to challenges to their social status and shaped institutional
quality.
This paper contributes to a considerable body of scholarship on the development
of tax capacity. Scholars have argued that factors that contribute to good capacity are
typically macro-historical in nature, such as war-making and colonialism (Tilly 1992,
Centeno 1997, Herbst 2000, Engerman and Sokoloff 2005), in part because ramping up
bureaucratic quality in the short-run is hard (Soifer 2013). More recently, scholars have
emphasized the role of elites in expanding taxation. Elites might tax themselves in a range
of circumstances including and most notably under the threat of war. Elites might also
expand taxation to provide more public goods (Lizzeri and Persico 2004), in order to defer
the threat of franchise expansion (Mares and Queralt 2015), and when wealthy elites
feel obligated to poor members of their society through a common notion of citizenship
(Lieberman 2003). The paper adds to this literature and asks a different question: when
do elites strategically weaken capacity?

2

When do elites hollow out the state?

The idea that rulers or elites might might seek to entrench their power by targeting
the state’s extractive capacities is not a new one.

In post-colonial Africa, scholars

have documented the ways in which elites sought to manipulate rural institutions to
enhance their extractive powers, to target rivals, and to consolidate their political control
(Bates 1991, Boone 2003). Studying the transition of the former communist countries
to democracy, studies have noted that “classic incumbents” were able to influence the
development of new tax rules in part because of the their control over key resources
such as labor (Schleifer and Vishny 1994, Hellman et al 2000). In a range of contexts,
incumbent elites have engaged in out right corruption, targeted expropriation, shifted the
burden of taxation, selectively implementedd rules, or simply secured key positions in the
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tax bureaucracy as a form of political patronage (Acemoglu, Tichhi and Vindigni 2011,
Albertus 2015, Garfias 2018).
What has been relatively less studied is the possibility that incumbent elites might
seek to weaken the state’s extractive capacities rather than enhance them or capture them
for their own political purposes, This omission is surprising because the history of taxation
in many Western European countries, that informs a great deal of the taxation literature,
is a story of elite cooperation in maintaining robust tax institutions for the larger public
good. Most notably this occurs under the threat of war when national survival and the
larger public good supersedes private interest (Besley and Persson 2011). More recently,
Isabela Mares and Didac Queralt (2015) show that elites may willingly introduce new tax
instruments in order to defer the more punitive costs of full democracy.
Unlike the Western European countries that experienced both a gradual increase in
state-building and the franchise, many countries in the post-colonial context experienced
externally imposed franchise expansions that occurred in a relatively short span of time. In
such instances, it cannot be assumed that elites, anticipating an increase in the franchise,
would be willing to support and maintain extractive institutions set up to serve a more
limited group of interests. Instead they might deliberately “hollow out” vital bureaucratic
agencies essential for effective taxation in myriad ways: by shrinking the tax bureaucracy,
reducing bureaucratic oversight, suspending revenue surveys for the routine upkeep of
tax rates, and weakening record-keeping and training agencies. By targeting these vital
functions, incumbents may seek to hobble future redistribution.
Under what conditions might we observe bureaucratic weakening?

Political

economy models of redistribution, that study how franchise expansion shapes elite
interests, have primarily focused on economic inequality. Inequality is expected to factor
into wealthy elites’ calculations of future payoffs under democracy, and when elites lose
economically, they are likely to use a range of techniques to defer democratization or rig
the rules of the game (Acemoglu and Robinson 2006, Boix 2003). Hence, it is possible that
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in contexts of high inequality, particularly land inequality, elites might weaken bureaucratic
capacity in anticipation of redistributive politics.
However, fiscal capacity is not synonymous with fiscal policy, the subject of study
in these theories. Wealthy elites too, rely on the state for a range of functions and might
selectively use it for redistribution in order to forge coalitions with a middle-class to win
elections, and to provide public goods. In fact, elites may willingly seek an expansion of
the franchise if they need protection from expropriation, or because they anticipate greater
support for public goods such as infrastructure or public health from the new electorate,
that could lead to healthier workers and human capital improvements (Ansell and Samuels
2013, Lizzeri and Persico 2004). Consequently, we should not a priori expect to see a
weakening of tax capacity when only an economic cleavage exists.
In many societies individuals differ from each other not just on an economic
dimension, but also on non-economic dimensions of race, ethnicity, or religion. In such
contexts it is conceivable that wealthy ethnic elites may be able to use non-economic
appeals to build anti-tax coalitions of wealthy and poor co-ethnics, hence considerably
reducing the redistributive threat of the state under democracy. But the extent to which
ethnic identities mitigate class-based threat to elites depends on the extent to which ethnic
groups vary in their material endowments (Baldwin and Huber 2010, Alesina et al. 2015).
Importantly, the members of wealthy ethnic groups may still use scarce state resources to
disproportionately reward their own co-ethnics (Bates 1991).
Beyond class and ethnic differences, in some societies, groups differ from each
other based on their birth rank. In societies with hierarchical distinctions between groups,
individuals are born with a social rank that endows them with social-status. A group’s
source of social-status is often, though not exclusively, derived from non-material sources
of power such as religion, race, aristocracy, or royal lineage. We observe ranked systems
in contexts as different as slavery in the American South, apartheid in South Africa, the
mibun system in Japan, and the caste system in India. In these societies, groups follow
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prescribed norms of interactions with each other in public and have limited interactions in
private (through marriages, birth or death rituals). Groups also tend not to share public
goods such as schools, parks, water sources or other social services. Importantly, changes
in the material well-being of individuals within groups does not increase or decrease their
location in the ranked status system.
In these ranked systems, groups care about redistributive policies that are most
likely to challenge inter-group status boundaries such as the desegregation of schools,
shared water sources, and housing, or policies that target laws that protect endogamy.
While scholars of second-dimension theories (most notably Moses Shayo 2009 and Roemer
et al. 2007) have emphasized the psychological benefits poor members of groups gain from
within-group solidarities, in status systems, poor members also seek to protect the material
sources of status through segregated goods and services. The prospect of social integration
also changes the social contract between high-status groups and the state which has
implications for their support for taxation, and tax compliance (Levi 1989). For instance,
Suryanarayan (2019) shows that in contemporary India, demands by backward castes to
integrate education, rather than the economic rise of backward castes led to cross-class
coalition between wealthy and poor upper castes in support of the right wing. Similarly,
Suryanarayan and White (2020) show that the emancipation of African Americans after
the American Civil War and Reconstruction’s efforts to integrate key institutions, was
followed by a decline in taxation in the decade after in places with greater pre-war slavery.
The argument here echoes those made by Evan Lieberman (2003) who shows that
in South Africa, the disenfranchisement of Black South Africans and the manufacturing of
an identity of white national citizenship created a cross-class coalition of whites in favor
of taxation during apartheid. Lieberman shows that this shared status identity increased
wealthy whites’ empathy toward poor whites and increased voluntary tax compliance,
resulting in better fiscal capacity over time. The argument presented in this paper would
suggest that if South Africa did not exclude people by race, tax capacity would have been
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much weaker and in fact, poor and wealthy whites might have worked together to weaken
the state’a capacity to tax in order to limit the state’s role in racial integration.

2.1

Status hierarchy in colonial India

One challenge for the paper’s argument is that it is hard to imagine a society where status
does not coincide with economic wealth. White plantation owners, European aristocrats,
and colonial settlers were wealthier than the lower status groups in these contexts. An
instructive case where we may be able to study the effects of status versus wealth is
the Indian caste system. Caste in India is a “hereditary, endogamous, usually localized
group, having a traditional association with an occupation and a particular position in the
hierarchy of castes” (Srinivas 1962, 3). Caste plays a critical role in guiding marriage and
religious customs and relations between castes have been governed by notions of ritual
pollution and purity. Caste categories could refer to the varna system, where caste groups
are categorized into five broad hierarchical categories of brahmans (priests), kshatriya
(warrior), vaishya (merchant), shudras (backward castes), and the caste groups that lie
outside the varna system (the former untouchables). Caste could also refer to thousands
of jatis or localized subcastes that are often smaller in size and where members of any
two jatis might be similar in the caste hierarchy of status if they belong to the same varna
group.
The categorization of castes therefore presents both a horizontal ethnic dimension
where different subcaste groups could have roughly similar levels of social standing but
engage in different cultural and ritual practices, and a vertical dimension where location
in a caste increases or decreases a person’s social status (Horowitz 1985). Importantly,
high-caste groups were not necessarily the wealthiest groups in the hierarchy of caste. In
particular, one caste – the brahman caste – has been historically viewed as the head of
the caste order. The brahmans largely derived their power from advisory roles to kings or
as priests. They often segregated themselves from other groups and maintained exclusive
11

control over educational institutions, water sources, housing, and temples.
Radhakrishnan (1993), writing about brahman dominance over education
institutions between 1850-1916 notes that the British administrative machinery in the
Madras and Bombay presidencies was loathe to upset high caste Hindus. In particular, it
repeatedly sided with high caste Hindus in rejecting petitions from middle and lower castes
asking to be admitted into government schools and colleges. This is especially striking as
brahmans formed less than 10% of the population in the districts in these provinces.4
Latika Chaudhary examines district-level education spending in colonial India
in 1901 and 1911 across 82 districts and finds that districts with greater hierarchical
divisions amongst castes had fewer primary schools likely because “caste norms often
discouraged communal interactions between upper and lower castes .” (Chaudhury 2009,
pg 271).

Importantly, she finds that upper castes directed public and private funds

towards secondary schools that would benefit their children, and away from mass primary
schooling that would benefit all castes. Districts with higher proportions of brahmans had
a higher ratio of secondary to private schools in this era. Brahmans were able to leverage
their dominance in the provincial and municipal bureaucracy in this era to gain special
concessions form the British.
Education,

therefore,

became an especially compelling manifestation of

social-status prejudices and status inequality in this period. It was also, to a large extent,
independent of wealth in this era. The non-brahman middle castes in both Madras and
4
British authorities were often conflicted over being caste-blind in principle (as evinced by a Board of
Revenue memo articulating the government’s anti-discrimination stance in 1831) and actually acting on such
a notion. The Board for College and Public Instruction in Madras, responding to a petition by a scheduled
caste student, noted:

The Board...have not felt it right to decide of themselves whether a person of this class shall
be admitted as a scholar, in consequence of the strong repugnance evinced by the native
[Brahman] headmasters to give instruction to Pariahs [depressed or scheduled castes],
and the knowledge that Hindoos of caste would consider their prejudices, interfered with,
were Pariahs taught in the same classes, with themselves...(Public Consultations, vol 618,
January 24, 1834.)
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Bombay were wealthy, land owning or trading castes. Unlike brahmans who owned land in
only some parts of the provinces and who otherwise made their living through a range of
occupations (including as temple priests, teachers, lawyers, accountants, and government
employees), the middle castes owned considerable amounts of land, engaged in a variety
of trading activities, and were still by and large uneducated in the provinces.
By the early 20th century, the overwhelming dominance of brahmans in the colonial
administration and their continued ill-treatment of the lower castes had begun to mobilize
non-brahmans in Madras and Bombay. The following statements by non-brahmans suggest
that the anti-brahman movement was motivated by the beliefs that the brahmans were
neither interested in sharing their political positions in the British state nor in relinquishing
their high status in the social life of the provinces.
We are not in favor of any measure which, in operation, is designed, or tends completely,
to undermine the influence and authority of the British Rulers, who alone in the present
circumstances of India are able to hold the scales even between creed and class and to
develop that sense of unity and national solidarity.̇... – Non-brahman Manifesto, Madras,
1917
It is worth noting that the Brahmans issued instructions to their caste fellows to the effect
that if a Brahman voter would favor a Maratha with his vote on any account, he would
be considered an out-caste. – Mr Gadhave of Nasik, General Conference of Marathas,
Poona, December 1917

As the above quotes from non-brahman organizations in Madras and Bombay
make clear, the non-brahman electorate was galvanized by their resistance to brahman
dominance in this era.

Their political demands called for the eradication of an old

caste order through the “Self-Respect Movement” and greater representation in the state
bureaucracy. The brahmans were therefore expecting newly elected councils, dominated
by non-brahmans, to institute desegregation of schools, drinking wells, temples and other
local institutions as well as to introduce affirmative action policies that would enable
greater employment of non-brahmans into the bureaucracy. The reforms thus had the
effect of consolidating the brahmans into a more cohesive voting block, both in terms of
13

their political engagement and the set of political strategies they adopted in response to
the impending franchise.5
In summary, upper-caste brahmans, anticipating the rise of lower castes into
political office, attempted to weaken taxation to limit the extent to which lower castes
could use the state for 1) redistribution and 2) to eliminate caste inequalities. They did this
to retain their dominance over the ownership of specific status assets, such as education,
critical to maintaining their position in the caste hierarchy. They were in positions in the
provincial nominated legislatures and local revenue bureaucracy to engage in attempts to
weaken the fiscal bureaucracy. In the next section, I will describe the fiscal reforms that
accompanied the franchise, which in turn influenced where groups focused their strategic
actions.

2.2

Status hierarchy and fiscal capacity in Colonial India

The speech by the Secretary of State, Edwin Montagu, in the British parliament in 1917
to introduce institutions of self-government in the Indian subcontinent culminated in the
Government of India (GOI) Act in 1919, the first episode of franchise in November 1920
and the constitution of majority elected legislative councils in the Indian provinces in
January 1921.6 The elected provincial councils had power over education, health, and
criminal justice policy and control over receipts from land revenue, liquor taxes, judicial
5

Up until the franchise announcement, Brahmans themselves were internally fragmented with various
subcaste factions in competition with each other for state patronage. The announcement reduced
factionalism between Iyer and Iyengar Tamil Brahmans, between Tamil and Telugu Brahmans, and between
social reformers and conservatives in the caste (Washbrook 1976).
6
General proposals for franchise were based on residence within a constituency, property qualifications
defined as payment of land revenue, land rent in rural areas, local municipal rates in urban areas,
professional tax or income tax. These rules were set aside only for retires and pensioned Indian Army
officers, regardless of whether their ranks were commissioned or non-commissioned. The Franchise Reforms
report did not definite the “phraseology” for the regulations in each province which was left to the legislative
councils in the province. Most importantly, the report did not seek to attain uniformity in the property
qualifications in the different provinces, leaving that to provincial officials to decide. Around 1.4% of adult
males in the Madras and 3.3% in the Bombay secured the right to vote in the first elections.
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stamps, and registration fees.7
Land Revenue: Land revenue taxes were the single largest source of revenue in
colonial India at the time of the reforms announcement in 1917. In the presidencies
of the Madras and Bombay with ryotwari land revenue systems that directly taxed
owner/occupier farmers a portion of their annual crops, the district administrative system
was set up to primarily maximize revenue extraction (Washbrook 1976). The system
relied on district-level collectors, municipal-level bureaucrats, village-level accountants,
and headmen, and resulted in an extensive vertical tax bureaucracy. Consequently, it
was difficult to secure a steady and honest collection of revenues without the support of
influential district, municipal, and village-level actors.
While the reforms placed the control of land revenue receipts with the British
Governor, they placed control of the administrative costs under the new elected council.
This resulted in a state affairs in which any substantial increase in expenditures on the
revenue infrastructure would be “at the mercy of ministers, although ministers will have
no responsibility for the consequences of refusing the desired provision.” (Page 36, First
Despatch on Indian Constitutional Reforms, 1919)
In the very first year of the newly-elected council in the Madras Presidency in 1921,
attempts were made to postpone the adoption of land resettlement proposals critical to
updating the district revenue machinery.8 Siva Rao, a Brahman legislator from the district
of Bellary introduced the bill and the motion was supported by another Brahman legislator
from Coimbatore district, Venkatramana Ayyar.9 What is notable is that in the newly
7
The Government of India retained control over personal income tax, company tax, customs duties, the
salt and opium revenues, and income provided by the postal, telegraph and railway services.
8
The land revenue system also relied on periodic resettlement surveys to enable the British authorities to
revise and update land revenue assessment rates in the partially settled districts of Madras.The resettlements
required an economic survey of the districts where the districts’s agricultural land were classified by soil type
and irrigation conditions and a rate increase was imposed accordingly.
9
The attempt to postpone resettlement proposals was met with protests from the Governor’s council.
Mohammad Habib-Ul-Lah Sahib, an official in the Governor’s council notes during the debates that:

“Those gentlemen who have any knowledge of these settlement operations will, I am sure, bear me
out when I say that most of the work that is being done by the settlement party is work intended
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elected council where Brahmans were reduced to a minority (approximately 17% of the
total size of the council, down from 90% in the previous decade as nominated councilmen),
brahman legislators were keen to introduce legislation that would limit the state’s ability
to raise land revenues. It is also remarkable that the same legislators such as Siva Rao, had
been supportive the British state’s efforts to raise revenues as non-officials in the nominated
legislative councils in the previous decade.
At the time of the reforms in 1917, land revenue taxes were roughly 25% of total
government receipts (central and province together). By 1935, they were 15% of the total
receipts, as figure 1 illustrated. Historians have argued that provincial politicians were
unwilling to go up against agrarian vote banks as early as the first Montagu-Chelmsford
councils in 1921 (Charlesworth 1985). Sir Leslie Wilson, the Bombay Governor General,
cited by Charlesworth (1985), noted in 1924 that there was “a very distinct disinclination
to approve any form of taxation; the Local Authorities expecting the Government to make
large grants-in-aid to avoid local taxation, and the Legislative Council firmly refusing
to pass any taxation which will provide the necessary money.” Still others attribute
this decline to the growing size of personal income tax and corporate receipts in an
industrializing economy.
However, if the impetus for tax decline came from elected politicians in the new
for the purpose of bringing up the revenue administration of every district to the modern standard.
It is not therefore quite right to say these settlement parties exist merely for raising the kist, but
they are there for the purpose of doing a lot of preliminary work which has a very great effect
in bringing the Revenue Administration of the district to up-to-date methods.” (MLC Proceedings
1921)
C.G. Todhunter, another member of the Governor’s Executive Council notes:
“Before the House commits itself to this resolution, I do wish to ask them to consider the financial
effects. There are two main sources of revenue in this presidency. The first is the land revenue
and the second is excise. Anybody who studies newspapers nowadays can see that the increase
in the excise revenue is being checked by a movement of the nature of non-cooperation in certain
districts. Mr Ramachandra Rao is going to impose a further check by introducing local option.
We must consider the effects of such action from the point of view of finance... if you pass this
resolution and introduce local option, our revenue will stand still.” (MLC Proceedings 1921)
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councils, the decline should have occurred after 1920.

Yet, the decline began in a

much earlier period, coinciding with the reforms announcement. In addition, if agrarian
pressures were responsible for the decline, the reductions in taxation and growing levels
of tax non-compliance should correspond to measures of agrarian economic strength
and inequality. This is because areas with strong agrarian vote banks were also areas
considered to be dominated by a few strongmen who held large land holdings and who
were able to reliably deliver these votes every election.
While land inequality could explain part of the resistance to taxation, in the next
section, I will show that the franchise expansion in colonial India led to a decline in
fiscal capacity in districts where status differences between caste groups were particularly
pronounced.

3

Data and Measurement

The data used in this empirical section comprises a time-series panel dataset spanning 43
districts in the Madras and Bombay Presidencies in the years 1914-1925. There were nine
direct-administered British provinces in India at the time of the franchise announcement.
I focus on the Madras and Bombay for several reasons. The two provinces shared many
institutional characteristics; the most important of which were their land-tenure systems,
the degree of administrative development under the British, and the relatively similar size
of land holdings and land inequality in their districts. This allows me to identify the effects
of inter-caste competition on bureaucratic capacity while controlling for other institutional
and economic factors.10 The dataset for the project was created from multiple colonial era
documents listed in the first page of the appendix.
10

The southern and western states that emerged from these provinces are often seen as better performing
than their northern and eastern counterparts largely due to the land tenure systems in these regions
(Banerjee and Iyer 2005). Because of the predominantly Rayatwari, or peasant proprietary system used
in these two provinces, we can be assured that the effects we are observing are not due to land-tenure
systems
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3.1

Dependent Variable: bureaucratic hollowing out in colonial India

The key object of study in this paper is the bureaucratic ability of the state to collect and
enforce direct taxation. Scholars have attempted to measure fiscal capacity in a number
of ways including the share of a government’s revenue from direct taxes because of the
relative difficulty of collecting these taxes (Lieberman 2002) and cross-national measures
of bureaucratic quality and government effectiveness by the Political Risk and Services
Group and the World Bank (Hendrix 2010). Any measure of bureaucratic capacity should
be able to capture the capability of the tax bureaucracy rather than the extent to which a
new government executes fiscal policies.
I measure bureaucratic capacity in two ways. First, I use data on tax collection
rates and incidence of tax avoidance in the districts as a proxy for short-term bureaucratic
effectiveness. A variable called Tax Collection that is the ratio of actual tax collection to
total tax demand in the district was used. We can surmise that tax collection efforts were
weaker in years when collections were lower.11
Current Collections
) between 1914-1925.
Figure 2 presents box plots of the log( T otal
Land T ax Demand

The patterns shows a drop in the rates of tax-collection in the years after the franchise
announcement, particularly in 1918-1920 in the lead up to the first elections, a pattern
that did not exist prior to that period.
When tax collections dipped, the district administration took note of unauthorized
tax arrears owed in the district. I use a measure of tax avoidance in the districts – Demand
Notices. These notices were sent by the District Collectors to tax avoiders in the district
who had failed to pay taxes. The variable is measured as the log of the ratio of the notices
N otices Issued
to total land holdings in the district: log( Demand
).
T otal LandHoldings
11

The districts in each province faced a standard set of rates of taxation. All parts of Bombay Presidency
had been permanently settled in the late 19th century resulting in a standard set of tax rates in the districts
on annual yields. In the Madras, rates continued to be revised periodically and were different for dry-lands
which relied on monsoon fed irrigation and wet-lands that relied on man made sources of water irrigation (or
non-monsoon water sources such as the Kaveri river in the deltaic districts) and hence resulted in multiple
crops in a any given year.
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Figure 2: Tax Collections in the Madras and Bombay Presidencies 1914-1925
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every year between 1914-1925. The box-plots demonstrate that all districts have very high tax-collections
between 1914-1917 demonstrated by the mean being close to 1 and low standard deviation. Districts show
greater deviations from the mean collections starting in 1918, the year after the announcement by Lord
Montagu about impending reforms.

Why is tax-avoidance a convincing measure of hollowing out? Tax-avoidance would
not have been possible without the cooperation of local tax collecting bureaucrats who
were primarily brahmans in this period. Even if landlords in these districts were eager to
avoid tax payment, their tax avoidance would have been enabled by lax and cooperative
bureaucrats. Importantly for the claims of this paper, the variations in these measures of
tax avoidance in the districts should be correlated with differences in inter-caste status
inequality, as Brahman bureaucrats in districts with higher status inequality were more
likely to be lax and weaken enforcement in the post-reform era.
It is possible that districts that tended to report high levels of tax evasion were
also districts that had better monitoring and administrative systems in place to detect
avoidance, in a sense the opposite of my argument.

If this were the case, higher

levels of tax avoidance might actually reveal higher rather than lower fiscal capacity
and less fiscal weakening. To allay this concern, I rely on a medium-term measure of
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change in fiscal capacity by calculating the difference in the numbers of municipal-level
administrative officers employed by the colonial state between 1921 and 1931 as tabulated
by the occupational census. If elites were intent on weakening the state, an effective
way to do so would be to reduce the number of state employees who were responsible
for the documentation and assessment of land taxes in the districts. If the change in
the levels of employment in the period after franchise was correlated with the degree
of status inequality and more critically with the extent of tax avoidance in the year
immediately following the reform announcement it would provide considerable support
for the argument presented here.

3.2

Predictor Variables

The key explanatory variable in this paper is the degree of status inequality between groups
prevalent in the colonial Indian districts at the time of the franchise announcement. Typical
measures of inequality have tended to examine differences in economic endowments
between individuals, such as the commonly used Gini coefficient or lorenz curve, or more
recently economic differences between ethnic groups (Baldwin and Huber 2010). Status
inequality has typically either been viewed as synonymous with economic inequality or
has been measured as class-based distinctions or occupational distinctions.12
An ideal measure of status inequality in a district should be able to draw on our
contextual understanding of the social hierarchical structure of ascriptive groups. It should
also be able to differentiate between geographical units based on the relative sizes of these
groups, and measure which geographic units were especially unequal or equal based on
some manifestation of social distinctions.
I rely on the 1921 census to identify categories of caste-based social hierarchy.
According to the 1921 census, the Madras Presidency counted 118 unique jati or subcaste
groups that had a population of over 1 per 1000 residents in the province as a whole. The
12

See Hollingshead (1975) for an extensive description of sociological measures of status.
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1931 Bombay Presidency provided a district-level count of around 190 subcaste groups of
which 30 were Muslim subcastes (given the high concentrations of muslims in districts
that would become a part of Pakistan in 1947). The census documents also provide
us with information on the categorization of subcastes into status-based caste categories
as enumerated by the British census administrators. The census identifies jati groups as
belonging to Brahman, Hindu Advanced, Hindu Intermediate, Hindu Backward, Muslims,
Hindu Depressed Classes (the former untouchable groups) and Hindu Primitive (or tribal
groups).13
The central object of interest in this paper is the extent of status inequality between
brahman and wealthy landowning non-brahman castes and the extent to which brahmans
were likely to feel a challenge to their social position following the franchise. As discussed
in the previous section, one area in which caste status mattered was education. Upper caste
brahmans, regardless of their class location, were able to retain control over institutions of
public education and demanded the exclusion of lower castes on ritual and sacral terms.
The reforms announcement threatened their location in the caste system, their domination
of the British bureaucracy as well as segregation practices in the Indian districts. In
particular, it created a contest between the brahmans and the wealthy, land-owning
non-brahmans, the largest beneficiaries of the franchise, who had until this point been
excluded from key positions in the British bureaucracy and the nominated legislative
councils. I use the following variables to estimate brahman dominance in the districts:
Group Size: A variable called Brahman Size which is a ratio of brahman population
in the district to total district population was used to measure the extent to which
brahmans were numerically dominant in the district. Brahman group size is expected
to have a non-linear relationship to the dependent variables. If brahmans were a relatively
small proportion of the population, an increase in the size of brahmans is likely associated
13

I relied on the 1921 census for the Madras Presidency and the 1931 census for the Bombay Presidency
because these were the more comprehensive caste census performed in these two districts. I used the caste
categories for the subcastes as described in the 1931 census for both.
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with an increase in the extent of threat brahmans felt from the political enfranchisement
of lower castes and hence associated with a greater support for fiscal hollowing out. Once
this variable crosses an electoral threshold however, an increase in brahman size should be
associated with a decreased perception of threat and a greater commitment to preserving
fiscal institutions. In the Madras and Bombay Presidencies brahmans were between 3.4%
to 15.5% of the population. We expect a positive effect of brahman size on fiscal hollowing
out while controlling for a squared measure of this variable.
Group Status Dominance: A variable called Brahman Dominance which is a
measure of the extent to which brahmans are over represented in the literate population
in relation to their share of the total population computed as:
Brahman Dominance =

T otal Literate Brahmans
T otal Literates

−

T otal Brahmans
T otal P opulation

Brahman dominance in education is also expected to have a non-linear relationship
to the dependent variables. If brahmans’ share of literates was similar to their size,
then an increase in the relative overrepresentation of brahmans as literates compared to
their size is likely associated with an increase in threat of desegregation brahmans felt
from the political enfranchisement of lower castes and hence associated with a greater
support for fiscal hollowing out. However, if they completely controlled most educational
opportunities, then they might feel less threatened by newly empowered groups. We
expect a positive effect of brahman dominance on fiscal hollowing out while controlling
for a squared measure of this variable.
Post-Reform and Reform-Era dummies: A key component of the claims of this
paper are that fiscal institutions performed well before the franchise announcement and
declined once the Crown announced an expansion of the franchise and that the variation
across districts in the decline of fiscal institutions was correlated with the degree of status
inequality between Brahmans and Non-Brahmans. Therefore, it is important to model the
effects of time on the dependent variable. Two dummies are used: Post-Reform which
takes a value of 1 in years 1918 and beyond and a value 0 before 1918, and Reform-Era
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that takes a value of 1 between 1918-1920 and 0 otherwise. The Post-Reform variable
and specifically its interactions with the measures of status inequality are expected to
demonstrate that years 1918-1925 in the dataset were associated with a greater incidence
of tax avoidance and tax non-compliance and that this increased avoidance was more
pronounced in districts with greater status inequality. The Reform Era dummy and its
interactions with the measures of status inequality demonstrate that the attempts to
weaken fiscal institutions using avoidance were even more pronounced in the period after
the announcement and before the first election held in 1920 when brahman legislators
and bureaucrats were still in-charge.
Control variables: The main alternative explanation for why fiscal institutions
declined in the post-franchise era is the extent of political power wielded by large agrarian
landholders (Charlesworth 1985).

Landholders paying revenue taxes were the main

beneficiaries of the franchise, and the newly elected legislators were likely to cater to
this dominant electoral constituency. Consequently, landholders may have subverted tax
institutions following the reform announcement in anticipation of electoral power. In order
to test this argument, I compute a measure of land inequality as places with higher land
inequality were those where a few powerful landholders held a majority of the arable land.
I rely on the quinquennial Board of Revenue reports between 1910-1930 that provide
information on the size of individual land holdings and the numbers of landholders of
each type in the districts. I ordered the landholdings into six size categories and created
Gini-Land coefficients by calculating the total size of landholdings and weighing them by
the number of holders in each district. The lowest Gini-Land was in the Kolaba district and
highest was in the Sholapur district and the variable had a range of 0.02-0.40 with 0.09
standard deviation.
Figure 3 plots the Brahman Dominance measure of status inequality against the gini
coefficient of land inequality in the districts in 1918. As can be seen from the graph, there
is a great deal of variation in the extent of status inequality between the two caste groups
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in high and low land inequality districts. The correlation between these two measures of
inequality is 0.12.
Figure 3: Status versus Land Inequality
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*Note: This graph plots the Brahman Dominance in education measure computed at the district level against
Gini-Land for the same districts. The literacy measures were computed using data from the 1931 census.
Gini coefficient for land inequality was computed using the quinquennial reports of 1920 for the Madras
Presidency and 1921 for the Bombay Presidency.

Another argument shaping fiscal institutions is one that is focused on ethnic
fragmentation in a district. On the one hand, greater ethnic fragmentation might be
associated with greater hollowing out if groups are in competition with each other
and if upper castes anticipate threats not only from the newly emancipated wealthy
non-brahmans but also future threats from backward and depressed castes.

On the

other hand, higher levels of ethnic fragmentation could result in lower institutional
weakening if groups are highly fragmented, resulting in lower coordination in their
activities against the state. To test this, I control for district-level jati fragmentation using
Fragmentation-Subcaste and status-caste fragmentation Fragmentation-Caste, a measure
similar to the ethno-lingustic fragmentation score using the size of subcaste groups and
status-caste groups in each district.
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In addition to land inequality and jati and status-caste fragmentation, I also account
for a range of other explanations. It is possible that districts that face a disproportionate
burden of land revenue taxes were more likely to avoid taxes. I compute per capita land
tax burden in the districts Tax Burden Per Holding using a ratio of total annual land taxes
and total annual tax payers. Second, I control for the population size of the districts.
Larger populations might be harder to administer resulting in more tax avoidance. Finally,
the models include a dummy for the Madras Presidency as Madras had higher levels of
non-compliance in all years under investigation.

3.3

Estimation strategy

I have argued that higher levels of status inequality between brahmans and non-brahmans
at the time of the franchise were associated with lower levels of taxation due to the
strategic action of upper caste groups to weaken taxation and to limit the redistributive
potential of franchise to the lower-castes. Figure 4 shows a scatter plot of Brahman
Dominance and Tax Collection and the graphs indeed show no relationship between the
two variables prior to the reforms announcement and a negative relationship between the
two after the reforms announcement in 1917.
Figure 4: Brahman Dominance and Tax Collection rates in the Districts of Madras and
Bombay
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*Note: The literacy measures were computed using data from the 1931 census. The measure of tax collection
was calculated with data from the annual Board of Revenue Reports between 1914-1925.

Does the relationship between status inequality and tax collection survive when
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controlling for other variables in a regression framework? The dataset for the analysis
comprises 43 districts in two provinces between 1914-1925. We need to account for
potential differences across, time, provinces, and districts in the data. I estimate an (MLM)
regression, where the district-year observations ‘it’ are nested into district ‘i’ and year ‘t’
levels (higher-level variables), and that estimates a varying-intercept model by district
and year. The modeling specification allows us to get around the problem of introducing
district or year level fixed effects that decrease the degrees of freedom of the models, and
also allows us to introduce district variables that have remained static over time. The latter
point is particularly salient as a number of the controls such as the province dummy for
Madras, population, ethnic fragmentation and status inequality that are created using the
1921/1931 census remain invariant over time.14
In the below notation T ax Avoidanceit corresponds to a district-year measures
of tax collection and non-compliance that were collected in a panel data format in
district i and year t. In the model, year-district level variables (Tax Burden Per Holding,
Gini-Land, and the interaction between the Post-Reform Dummy and Gini-Land) enter as
predictors of non-compliance in the lower level regression. The random coefficient are
modeled as a function of the pooled estimate of the constant, αit and fixed district-level
or year-level predictors (Madras dummy, Population from 1921, Fragmentation-Caste
Fragmentation-Subcaste, measures of Brahman Dominance, a Post-Reform Dummy, and
their interaction).
14

The results are robust to specifying the models as a Panel Time-Series regressions with robust standard
errors clustered at the district as well as tests for serial correlation.
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Tax Avoidanceit = αit + β1 T ax Burden P er Holdingit + β2 Gini Landit
+β3 P ost Ref ormt ∗ Gini Landit + ωit

αit = γ0 + γ1 M adrasi + γ2 P opulationi + γ3 Caste F ragmentationi
+γ4 Subcaste F ragmentationi + γ5 Brahman Dominancei + γ6 P ost Ref ormt
+γ7 P ost Ref ormt ∗ Brahman Dominancei + i + ηt ;

i ∼ (0, σ ); ηt ∼ (0, ση )

Short-term tax avoidance: Table A4 in the appendix presents the results of
multilevel models for the dependent variable Tax Collection. The first four models focus
on the key variables Brahman Dominance and the effects of the Post-Reform and Reform
Era dummies, while controlling for a variety of alternative explanations. All models
include five district-level control variables – Tax Burden Per Holding, Fragmentation-Caste,
Fragmentation-Subcaste, Population-1921 and a dummy for the Madras province. All of
the continuous variables are standardized to have a mean of zero and standard deviation
of 1 in order to facilitate comparisons of the coefficients.
In model 1 the variables land inequality, and Brahman Dominance are not significant
at conventional thresholds.

The only substantively large and statistically significant

variable is Post-Reform that shows that levels of tax collection declined in the period after
1917.
Figure 5 show the results of model 2 and 4. In model 2, I include interactions
between the Brahman Dominance and the post-reform dummy. The variables Brahman
Dominance has a negative coefficient as predicted and is significant at conventional
thresholds. A one standard deviation increase in brahman dominance in education is
associated with a 17% swing in Tax Collection rate from the pre to the post-reform era.
The interaction between Gini-Land and the post-reform dummy is also significant and
associated with a decline in tax collection. In model 4, I refit model 3 but with one
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Figure 5: Coefficient plots for MLM regressions of Tax Collection on Brahman Dominance
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exception – the Post-Reform dummy is replaced with a Reform-Era dummy that allows
us to analyze whether tax collection was particularly different in the three years between
1918-1920 immediately following the reforms announcement and before the first elections
versus all other years in the sample. The change in the temporal focus is key to the
argument that a concerted attempt to weaken tax institutions occurred right after the
announcement when a majority brahman bureaucracy and nominated legislative council
was still in place to undertake a strategy of bureaucratic weakening. The results provide
evidence to this effect. The interaction terms of Brahman Dominance with the Reform-Era
dummy are negative and significant with substantively large coefficients.
In model 3, I include the square of the Brahman Dominance variable. The coefficient
on the dominance variable continues to be negative and significant at the 1% level while
the squared term is positive and significant. The results suggest that there is a U-shaped
relationship between the taxation measures and the status measures in the models. In
models 1s-4s, I replace the main predictor variable Brahman Dominance with Brahman
Size and find similar results.
Figures 6 and 7 plot tax collections rates generated from simulated beta coefficients
values using the variance covariance matrices of models 3 and 6 respectively. These figures
illustrate the U-shaped relationship between the size and dominance variables and tax
collection in the post-reform era, a relationship that doesn’t exist between the variables in
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the pre-reform period.15
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Figure 6: Simulation of Brahman Dominance and Tax Collection rates – Pre and Post
Reform
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*Note: Notes: Ten thousand simulated values for all the beta coefficients were generated using the model’s
variance covariance matrix. The values of all the district-level variables were held at their mean for a district
in the Bombay Presidency. The simulations show the mean, 10th, and 90th percentile values.

In models 1 to 5 in Table A5 , I explore several mechanisms through which the status
variable might be associated with lower tax collections. First, if brahmans were the group
aiding bureaucratic weakening, an increase in the subcaste fragmentation of brahman
groups should decrease coordination amongst brahmans and reduce their ability to engage
in such behavior. Model 1 adds a variable Fragmentation-Brahman. The coefficient on the
interaction between Fragmentation-Brahman and the Post-Reform dummy is positive and
significant at conventional thresholds. This result suggests that the greater fragmentation
of Brahman groups was associated with higher tax-collections after 1917.
15

As a robustness check I also use a second measure of tax collection by excluding remissions granted
by District Revenue Collectors (the most senior bureaucratic official in each district responsible for the
administration of land revenue and law and order institutions) for a weak monsoon. Annual reports from
District Revenue Collectors highlight various reasons for the non-collection of taxes in colonial India. When
the reason was a failed monsoon resulting in low yields, the local revenue officers granted remissions on the
annual tax due. The two variables are correlated (0.98 correlation) and the results remain robust to this
change.
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Figure 7: Simulation of Brahman Size and Tax Collection rates – Pre and Post Reform
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*Note: Notes: Ten thousand simulated values for all the beta coefficients were generated using the model’s
variance covariance matrix. The values of all the district-level variables were held at their mean for a district
in the Bombay Presidency. The simulations show the mean, 10th, and 90th percentile values.

Next, it is possible that the weakening of tax collections was driven by wealthy
non-brahmans in the districts working with educated non-brahmans in these places. If
this were so, then higher levels of non-brahman literacy should be associated with a
weakening of tax collections in the post-reform period. In model 2, I include a measure of
non-brahman literacy and find no statistically significant relationship between the variable
in both the post-reform and pre-reform periods. The coefficient on the Brahman Dominance
interaction with the post-reform variable remains negative and robust.
Finally, in models 3-5, I examine the extent to which landholding institutions and
land inequality might explain the results. First, it is possible that the variation in tax
collection can be explained by land-tenure systems i.e. whether farmland was held as
a landlord-based system or individual-cultivator based system (Banerjee and Iyer 2005)
because revenue collection rates and methods varied by the tenure systems in place.
While a majority of the districts were Rayatwari or cultivator-based system in Madras and
Bombay, I include a measure of the proportion of non-landlord farm areas in the district
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Figure 8: Coefficient plots for MLM regressions of Tax Collection on Brahman Dominance
in high and low land inequality districts
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used by Banerjee and Iyer (2005). Model 3 shows that districts with higher non-landlord
areas had lower tax collection in the post-reform period. However, the inclusion of this
variable does not affect the significance of the Brahman Dominance interaction term.
In models 4 I restrict the analysis to districts with low levels of land-inequality
(below the median of 0.23) to test whether the results are in part due to the correlation
between status and land inequality similar to ethnic inequality arguments (Baldwin and
Huber 2010, Alesina et al.) 2015. The results show that the interaction term of Brahman
Dominance and post-reform variables is significant and the coefficient slightly larger for
low land-inequality districts. In model 5, I examine high land inequality districts (above
the median of 0.23) and find that the results remain robust to this specification. The
coefficients for models 4 and 5 are shown in the coefficient plots in Figure 8.
In Table A6 I replace the Brahman Dominance variable with Brahman Size and
find similar results. In Table A7 in the appendix I replace the Tax Collection variable
with a measures of tax avoidance – Demand Notices sent to tax avoiders. Similar to
the Tax Collection variable, the results show that places with higher levels of dominance
and proportion of brahmans were associated with an increase in tax avoidance in the
post-reform era.
Size of district bureaucracy: Models 1-6 in Table 2 examine the effects of franchise
expansion on the development of the fiscal institutions a decade after the reforms.
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In order to do this, I regress the change in employment in municipal administrators
between 1921 and 1931 on the status inequality measures for the 43 districts in the year
1918 (the year after the reforms announcement). Table 1 shows that brahmans were
overrepresented in the municipal-level positions in the districts of Madras. More than
90% of deputy collectors, for instance, were brahmans. If brahmans were exiting the
tax state, the most likely category of administrative employment to be affected would be
the district-level municipal bureaucracy which was critical to effective taxation. Figure 9
shows a negative relationship between the proportions of brahmans in a district and the
change in district-level municipal employment over the decade between 1921-1931. It
also shows a slightly negative relationship between brahman dominance in education and
municipal jobs change in the districts.
Table 1: Proportions of Brahmans in Selected Government Departments in 1917
Department
Legislative Council
Deputy Collectors
Tahsildars
Deputy Tahsildars
English Head Clerks
Sharistadars of District Courts
Public Works Department
Judicial Department
Educational Department
Revenue Department

Brahmans
9
15
135
214
16
13
17
118
310
394

Positions
10
16
230
310
24
22
21
171
390
679

Percent Brahman
90
93.75
58.70
69.03
66.67
59.10
80.95
69.01
79.49
58.03

Source: Sir Alexander Cardew’s statements in the Franchise Committee Report
and Madras Record Office, Home (Miscellaneous), Ordinary Series, G.O. 1123,
October 23, 1917

Table 2 shows the results of the OLS regressions of change in two-year employment
on the status variables. Models 1 and 2 show that a one standard deviation increase in
Brahman Size in a district is associated with a decrease in municipal-level administrative
employment of 0.310 and 0.292 standard deviations respectively, and these coefficients are
significant at the 10% level. No other variable in these models is statistically significant
at conventionally thresholds. Models 3 and 4 replace the key status inequality variables
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with the textBrahman Dominance but there results are not significant at the conventional
threshold. Model 5 replaces the status inequality variables with tax avoidance measured
using Demand Notices between 1917 to 1918.

This is to test whether strategies of

“hollowing out” adopted during the Reform Era had longer term effects on the functioning
of the fiscal machinery. The results are robust to this re-specification. A one standard
deviation increase in Demand Notices in a district is associated with a 0.393 standard
deviation decrease in municipal employment, significant at the 5% level.

Notably,

Gini-Land was not associated with a decline in fiscal capacity in the decade following the
franchise expansion. While land inequality was associated with short-term tax avoidance
in the previous regressions, it did not matter to the longer-term development of the size of
the bureaucratic state.

4

Conclusion

In this paper, I have argued that elites anticipating franchise expansion could weaken
fiscal capacity to limit future redistribution. I examine land revenue in two colonial Indian
provinces between 1914-1925 and find that an announcement to introduce the franchise
in the provinces in 1917 was associated with a decline in tax collections, an increase in
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Table 2: Multilevel Regressions of Municipal Employment on Brahman Size and Brahman
Dominance
(Intercept)
Population
Madras
Tax Burden Per Holding
Fragmentation-Caste
Fragmentation-Subcaste
Gini-Land
Brahman Size

1
0.183
(0.517)
0.181
(0.226)
-0.278
(0.890)
0.025
(0.329)
0.378
(0.247)
-0.075
(0.215)
-0.098
(0.161)
-0.310∗
(0.165)

Brahman Size Sq

2
0.308
(0.513)
0.237
(0.225)
-0.496
(0.884)
0.040
(0.323)
0.341
(0.243)
0.028
(0.222)
-0.108
(0.158)
-1.027∗∗
(0.497)
0.735
(0.482)

Brahman Dominance

3
0.264
(0.552)
0.238
(0.236)
-0.441
(0.955)
-0.149
(0.365)
0.410
(0.291)
-0.063
(0.229)
-0.046
(0.167)

4
0.298
(0.563)
0.233
(0.239)
-0.495
(0.973)
-0.150
(0.370)
0.451
(0.308)
-0.058
(0.232)
-0.045
(0.169)

0.063
(0.211)

-0.355
(0.930)
0.430
(0.931)

Brahman Dominance Sq

5
-0.145
(0.536)
0.217
(0.221)
0.305
(0.929)
0.122
(0.333)
0.421∗
(0.244)
-0.056
(0.212)
-0.077
(0.156)

-0.393∗∗
(0.180)

Demand Notices 1918
Tax Collection 1917-18
R-squared
N

6
0.222
(0.564)
0.236
(0.238)
-0.362
(0.972)
-0.111
(0.340)
0.369
(0.260)
-0.048
(0.232)
-0.050
(0.167)

0.213
41

0.266
41
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0.131
41

0.137
41

0.239
41

-0.019
(0.253)
0.129
41

tax avoidance, and a decline in the size of the tax bureaucracy in districts with higher
levels of status inequality. The results were robust to controlling for a range of alternative
explanation including land inequality, land-tenure systems, and ethnic fragmentation in
the districts. The paper uses novel measures of bureaucratic size and effectiveness to
proxy for fiscal capacity. It develops measures of status inequality using the educational
differences of caste groups in India at the time of the franchise expansion.
The quality of fiscal capacity has implication for democratization and taxation more
broadly. Canonical models in political economy that study the relationship between the
distribution of economic resources in a society and democracy predict that an expansion
of the franchise should likely be associated with the an increase in taxation because of the
now poorer median voter (Meltzer and Richard 1981, Romer 1975, Lindert 1994, 2004,
Persson and Tabellini 2003). The ability of the state to tax also has implications for theories
of endogenous democratization that argue that falling levels of inequality and greater asset
mobility will reduce elite fears of democracy and consequently lead to democratization
(Boix 2003, Acemoglu and Robinson 2000, 2006). The findings here suggest that elites
could use their knowledge and access to redistributive institutions to weaken the fiscal
institutions and to render them toothless after democratization. In such a scenario, even
in contexts of high asset immobility and high economic inequality elites may not fear
taxation. This is a particularly salient point in post-colonial societies where democracy
arrived from the outside giving groups in dominant positions in the colonial bureaucracy
an opportunity to “set the rules of the game.” It is possible that status distinctions between
aristocrats and newly ascendant capitalist classes were associated with a similar fiscal
decline at the the time of limited franchise expansion even in the Western European cases.
The paper’s findings also have implications for research on studies of redistributive
politics. The phenomenon of the poor supporting right-wing, anti-redistribution parties has
long been of interest to scholars because it suggests voters are voting again their economic
interests. This study’s findings suggest that the poor may be receptive to anti-redistributive
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appeals in places with high status inequality, especially when they believe electoral
politics poses a threat to their social status. Resent research has show that upper castes
in India gravitated to the right-wing following affirmative action policies in education
(Suryanarayan 2019). Acharya, Blackwell and Sen (2014) find that American counties
with higher levels of slave holdings in the period prior to the civil war are associated
with higher levels of support for the right-wing Republican party. Understanding how
social hierarchy versus material considerations influence voting behavior in multi-ethnic
societies is a potentially fruitful avenue for future research.
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5

Appendix

The archival data were collected from documents stored in the Old Madras Records office
in Chennai, British Library archives in London and the Chicago Library’s collection of the
British Museum Archives. The following reports were used to construct the dataset:
1. Census of India. 1931. Madras and Bombay. Part 1 and Part 2.
2. Census of India. 1921. Madras and Bombay. Part 1 and Part 2.
3. Report on the Settlement of Land Revenue in the Madras Presidency and Bombay Presidency
1911-1912 to 1931-32 (Madras).
4. Report on the Administration of Income Tax in the Madras Presidency and Bombay
Presidency1911-1912 to 1931-1932 .
5. Report on the Administration of the Madras Presidency (Madras Administration Report) 1911-1912
to 1931-32 (Madras).
6. Madras and Bombay Legislative Council Reports 1911-1912 to 1931-32 .
7. Report on the Prohibition of Excise of Liquor 1911-1931 (Madras).
8. Report on English Papers Owned by Natives and Vernacular Papers Examined by Translators to the
Government of Madras 1887-1921 (Madras).

Table 3: Summary statistics for variables in the regressions
Variable

Obs

Mean

Std. Dev.

Min

Max

Population

516

1277709

715398

126519

3192229

Tax Burden per Holding

516

1.90

1.10

-0.24

4.76

Fragmentatio-Caste

516

0.63

0.09

0.42

0.77

Fragmentation-subcaste

516

0.88

0.06

0.67

0.95

Gini-Land

516

0.22

0.09

0.03

0.40

Brahman Size

516

0.03

0.03

0.01

0.16

Brahman Dominance

516

0.14

0.06

0.04

0.26

Tax Collection Rate

516

0.90

0.17

0.03

1.33

Demand Notices

516

-5.44

2.16

-12.21

-0.72

Change in Municipal Employment

492

159

368

-647

1404

Proportion Non-Landlord

444

0.87

0.23

0.13

1.00

Fragmentation-brahmans

516

0.54

0.15

0.23

0.80
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43

-0.105∗∗∗
(0.030)

1
-0.020∗
(0.011)
0.012
(0.017)

-0.044∗∗∗
(0.011)
-0.032∗∗∗
(0.011)

-0.105∗∗∗
(0.030)

2
0.009
(0.013)
0.033∗
(0.018)

-0.040∗∗∗
(0.011)
-0.166∗∗∗
(0.058)
0.137∗∗
(0.058)

-0.105∗∗∗
(0.030)

3
0.009
(0.013)
-0.008
(0.081)
0.044
(0.081)

-0.021∗
(0.013)
-0.184∗∗∗
(0.064)
0.162∗∗
(0.064)

-0.084∗∗
(0.041)

4
-0.012
(0.012)
-0.075
(0.074)
0.098
(0.074)

280.677
-561.353
-537.353
-486.400
516

-0.105∗∗∗
(0.030)

0.016
(0.014)

1s
-0.019∗
(0.011)

Independent variables

Log-likelihood
280.470
284.710
285.553
277.286
Deviance
-560.940
-569.419
-571.106
-554.572
AIC
-536.940
-541.419
-539.106
-522.572
BIC
-485.987
-481.974
-471.169
-454.634
N
516
516
516
516
District-level Controls
Year and District Random Effects
Note: Continuous variables are standardized to have a mean of 0 and std. deviation of 1
Standard errors in parentheses. * p<.10, ** p<.05, *** p<.01.

Reform Era x Brahman Size Sq

Reform Era x Brahman Size

Reform Era x Brahman Dom Sq

Reform Era x Brahman Dom

Reform Era x Gini-Land

Post Reform x Brahman Size Sq

Post Reform x Brahman Size

Post Reform x Brahman Dom Sq

Post Reform x Brahman Dom

Post Reform x Gini-Land

Reform Era

Post Reform

Brahman Size Sq

Brahman Size

Brahman Dom Sq

Brahman Dom

Gini-Land

Brahman Dominance

281.076
-562.151
-534.151
-474.706
516

-0.006
(0.011)

-0.045∗∗∗
(0.011)

-0.105∗∗∗
(0.030)

0.020
(0.016)

2s
0.010
(0.013)

280.345
-560.689
-528.689
-460.752
516

-0.085∗∗∗
(0.033)
0.083∗∗
(0.033)

-0.045∗∗∗
(0.011)

0.021
(0.047)
-0.003
(0.047)
-0.105∗∗∗
(0.030)

3s
0.009
(0.013)

Brahman Size

-0.080∗∗
(0.036)
0.072∗∗
(0.036)
272.632
-545.264
-513.264
-445.326
516

-0.029∗∗
(0.012)

-0.084∗∗
(0.041)

-0.011
(0.044)
0.031
(0.043)

4s
-0.012
(0.012)

Table 4: Multilevel Regressions of Tax Collection on Brahman Dominance and Brahman Size

Table 5: Multilevel Regressions of Tax Collection on Brahman Dominance

Gini-Land
Brahman Dominance
Brahman Dominance Sq
Fragmentation-Brahman

1
0.005
(0.013)
-0.012
(0.081)
0.039
(0.082)
-0.025
(0.018)

Non-Brahman Literacy

2
0.008
(0.013)
-0.029
(0.090)
0.058
(0.086)

3
0.000
(0.014)
-0.022
(0.086)
0.070
(0.085)

Land Inequality
Low
High
4
5
-0.088∗∗∗
0.002
(0.022)
(0.024)
-0.026
0.127
(0.101)
(0.115)
0.101
-0.129
(0.104)
(0.115)

-0.012
(0.022)

Proportion Non-Landlord

-0.064∗∗∗
(0.025)
0.048∗∗∗
(0.015)
-0.203∗∗
(0.079)
0.198∗∗
(0.079)

-0.159∗∗∗
(0.040)
-0.071∗∗∗
(0.019)
-0.184∗∗
(0.092)
0.153
(0.092)

Log-likelihood
281.414
279.380
178.610
Deviance
-562.828 -558.761
-357.220
AIC
-526.828 -522.761
-325.220
BIC
-450.398 -446.331
-267.006
N
516
516
281
District-level Controls
Year and District Random Effects
Note: Continuous variables are standardized to have a mean of 0 and std. deviation of 1
Standard errors in parentheses. * p<.10, ** p<.05, *** p<.01.

99.679
-199.359
-167.359
-112.005
235

Post-Reform
Post-Reform x Gini-Land
Post-Reform x Brahman Dominance
Post-Reform x Brahman Dominance Sq
Post-Reform x Fragmentation-Brahman

-0.105∗∗∗
(0.030)
-0.036∗∗∗
(0.011)
-0.163∗∗∗
(0.058)
0.143∗∗
(0.058)
0.027∗∗
(0.012)

Post-Reform x Non-Brahman Literacy

-0.105∗∗∗
(0.030)
-0.040∗∗∗
(0.011)
-0.163∗∗∗
(0.061)
0.135∗∗
(0.059)

0.039
(0.024)
-0.116∗∗∗
(0.031)
-0.043∗∗∗
(0.012)
-0.184∗∗∗
(0.067)
0.154∗∗
(0.065)

0.002
(0.015)
-0.042∗∗∗
(0.012)
233.490
-466.980
-430.980
-357.255
444

Post-Reform x Proportion Non-Landlord

44

Table 6: Multilevel Regressions of Tax Collection on Brahman Size

Gini-Land
Brahman Size
Brahman Size Sq
Fragmentation-Brahman

1
0.004
(0.014)
0.007
(0.049)
0.001
(0.047)
-0.031∗
(0.018)

Non-Brahman Literacy

2
0.007
(0.013)
0.027
(0.049)
-0.009
(0.048)

3
-0.001
(0.014)
0.012
(0.052)
-0.000
(0.049)

Land Inequality
Low
High
4
5
-0.100∗∗∗
0.001
(0.024)
(0.024)
0.079
0.101
(0.081)
(0.141)
-0.025
-0.102
(0.075)
(0.137)

-0.022
(0.017)

Proportion Non-Landlord

-0.064∗∗∗
(0.025)
0.038∗∗
(0.016)
-0.076
(0.051)
0.079
(0.050)

-0.159∗∗∗
(0.040)
-0.077∗∗∗
(0.019)
-0.145∗
(0.082)
0.137∗
(0.082)

Log-likelihood
277.916
276.580
172.797
Deviance
-555.832 -553.161
-345.594
AIC
-519.832 -517.161
-313.594
BIC
-443.402 -440.731
-255.380
N
516
516
281
District-level Controls
Year and District Random Effects
Note: Continuous variables are standardized to have a mean of 0 and std. deviation of 1
Standard errors in parentheses. * p<.10, ** p<.05, *** p<.01.

97.930
-195.860
-163.860
-108.507
235

Post Reform
Post Reform x Gini-Land
Post Reform x Brahman Size
Post Reform x Brahman Size Sq
Post Reform x Fragmentation-Brahman

-0.105∗∗∗
(0.030)
-0.040∗∗∗
(0.011)
-0.071∗∗
(0.033)
0.080∗∗
(0.032)
0.034∗∗∗
(0.012)

-0.105∗∗∗
(0.030)
-0.043∗∗∗
(0.011)
-0.090∗∗∗
(0.033)
0.091∗∗∗
(0.033)

0.037
(0.025)
-0.118∗∗∗
(0.031)
-0.045∗∗∗
(0.012)
-0.069∗∗
(0.034)
0.077∗∗
(0.034)

0.028∗∗
(0.011)

Post Reform x Non-Brahman Literacy

-0.044∗∗∗
(0.013)
226.895
-453.790
-417.790
-344.065
444

Post Reform x Proportion Non-Landlord

45

Table 7: Multilevel Regressions of Demand Notices on Brahman Dominance and Brahman
Size
(Intercept)
Population
Madras
Tax Burden Per Holding
Fragmentation-Caste
Fragmentation-Subcaste
Post Reform
Gini-Land
Brahman Dominance

1
-6.768∗∗∗
(0.756)
0.034
(0.376)
2.690∗∗
(1.261)
1.232∗∗∗
(0.405)
-0.485
(0.462)
0.334
(0.377)
-0.341∗∗
(0.149)
-0.110
(0.137)
-0.893∗∗∗
(0.334)

Brahman Dominance Sq

2
-6.858∗∗∗
(0.766)
0.061
(0.378)
2.848∗∗
(1.280)
1.225∗∗∗
(0.406)
-0.614
(0.483)
0.316
(0.378)
-0.341∗∗
(0.149)
-0.113
(0.138)
0.744
(1.549)
-1.694
(1.569)

Brahman Size

3
-6.687∗∗∗
(0.803)
0.037
(0.406)
2.488∗
(1.336)
0.941∗∗
(0.411)
-0.031
(0.456)
0.144
(0.397)
-0.329∗∗
(0.148)
-0.098
(0.139)

4
-6.419∗∗∗
(0.810)
0.152
(0.406)
2.029
(1.350)
0.953∗∗
(0.407)
-0.095
(0.449)
0.347
(0.411)
-0.329∗∗
(0.148)
-0.099
(0.138)

-0.107
(0.318)

-1.805∗
(0.957)
1.766∗
(0.936)
0.116
(0.088)

Brahman Size Sq
Post Reform x Gini-Land
Post Reform x Brahman Dominance

0.097
(0.088)
0.147∗
(0.087)

Post Reform x Brahman Dominance Sq

0.106
(0.089)
-0.174
(0.453)
0.327
(0.453)

0.112
(0.088)

0.164∗
(0.087)

Post Reform x Brahman Size x
Post Reform x Brahman Size Sq

0.624∗∗
(0.252)
-0.490∗
(0.252)
-781.366
1562.731
1594.731
1662.669
516

Log-likelihood
-782.311 -780.109 -784.849
Deviance
1564.621 1560.219 1569.698
AIC
1592.621 1592.219 1597.698
BIC
1652.067 1660.156 1657.144
N
516
516
516
Year and District Random Effects
Note: Continuous variables are standardized to have a mean of 0 and std. deviation of 1
Standard errors in parentheses. * p<.10, ** p<.05, *** p<.01.
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